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Abstract

Considering the intentions towards diminishing fruit spoilage and the rising need for fruit spoilage detections; many of
the models have been suggested which has been possible with the current rise of machine intelligence and computer
vision. Nonetheless, the effectiveness of these suggested models is controversial once disclosed to unseen datasets
and their adaptability is unsure when faced with diverse fruit types. The benefaction of this paper is to identify the
ideal model for classifying defective fruits using a unified dataset and modifications to the existing models for better
fruit spoilage detection for real-life implementations. Machine learning models like Support Vector Machine (SVM),
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are examined and fairly trained
along with their processing phases, whereas their performances were estimated and analyzed in both binary and
multiclass classification issues. Consequently, after the proposed modifications CNN-based models are the perfect
solution. The suggested modifications to the CNN architecture improve the classification accuracy, precision, recall,
and F1 score metrics. The experiment results show that the CNN1 ¬method outperformed the other four state-of-art
compared models in the prediction of fruit quality.
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✦

1 Introduction

There is convincing proof that fruits lead to a
sound body so, it is mandatory for people to

add fruits and vegetables to their diet as by WHO
[1]. Both fruits and vegetables have the maximum
decay rate (45%) among all varieties of edible food
products which really affects the agricultural industry
as reported by the Food Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations (FAO) [2]. Fruit spoilage occurred
in microbial due to low pH values and consequently,
spoilage might lead to the wastage of fruit [3]. Both
Customer’s perception and marketability about the
quality of fruit would revolve around the state of
the fruit [4]. The physical state of the affected fruit
would influence by a set of biochemical conversions
[5]. Customers might gain decayed fruits if they were
not managed correctly [6]. Fruit would save by prelim-
inary identification of decayed ones. Boshan et al. [7]
suggested a technique for fabric flaw identification
that relies on the decay of low-rank and gradient
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details. Liang et al. [8] suggested a novel technique
for fabric standard investigation depending on lattice
fragmentation with a statistics template. Noticeable
drawbacks in manual investigations are incompatible
judgments and overdue. Consequently, it is mandatory
to partially alter the physical work with an automated
fruit standard investigation that would be quick, com-
patible, precise, and low-budget [9]. Conventional im-
age grouping techniques such as SVM [10] and K-
nearest neighbor (KNN) [11] were applied in classi-
fying types of fruits [12] [13]. These machine learning
techniques utilize the physical state of fruits such as
skin, appearance, structure, and surface flaws in deter-
mining their visible aspects. Recently, deep learning
has appeared as one of the favorable techniques in
the discipline of image processing [14] 15], [16]. The
most accepted deep learning models are Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) and hence, D4Net [17] is
a network suggested to control flaws identification
issues by defective image and its reference image.
Bing et al. [18] suggested a novel framework that
depends on a visual gain strategy for textile flaws
identification. Computer vision takes part merely in
the outer examination of fruit, not of the inner part.
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Apart from this, non-destructive techniques such as
hyperspectral imaging [19] and near-infrared imaging
[20] were used in identifying fruit decay. Above all,
the most economical technique is a combination of
computer vision and image processing. However, the
effectiveness of these proposed models is questionable
once exposed to unseen datasets. The aim of these
analyses is to determine the best technique for fruit
decay identification for an unbiased dataset. In this
paper, we systematically review and analyze the Fruit
Quality Prediction Systems (FQPS) which are based
on machine learning and hence encourage enhancing
the model’s performances and underperforming mod-
els such as parameters, number of layers, optimizers,
and pre-processing techniques for better outcomes. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to
conduct a meta-analysis of machine learning methods
for fruit quality prediction systems and propose a nec-
essary modification to DNN parameters for improved
classification.

The main contributions of this paper are:
• To determine the ideal model for classifying de-

fective fruits using a unified dataset.
• Propose modifications to the existing underper-

forming models.
• Provide recommendations for a better fruit

spoilage detection model for real-life implemen-
tations.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 gives perceptions about studies held and the
production of the recommended architectures in inves-
tigating fruit decay. Section 3 explains the techniques
and instruments used in experiments followed by their
outcomes which are discussed in Section 4. Analysis
of investigation on decayed fruits, their evaluation,
comparisons, and suggestions are discussed in Section
5. Section 6 Summarizes the outcomes, limitations,
and future suggestions for work in fruit spoilage iden-
tification.

2 Literature Review
In this section, most of the research articles on fruit
spoilage detection are analyzed and reviewed. With
the aid of image processing [21] and computer vision,
several approaches have been used by researchers in
determining spoilage in fruits with machine learning
algorithms.

2.1 Traditional Fruit Classification Methods
In terms of technology and techniques early research
was not compatible with the agriculture field. The
authors in [22] proposed a grading system of apples

depending on defect features having an accuracy of
73% however, there is a complexity in differentiating
brown and marked ones. Furthermore, [23] introduced
a computer vision-based apple surface defect sorting
system that has taken into consideration the entire
surface of the apple and distinguished stem and calyx
from true defects. Hence, results were inconsistent
because of the difficulty to differentiate rotten areas.
The SVM model was suggested by [24] for mangoes.
Two image segmentation methods, K-Means Cluster-
ing, and Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) clustering were also
suggested. Similarly, in [12], authors recommended
KNN and SVM for detection. Fine KNN has 96.3%
and quadratic SVM has 98% accuracy. Besides, [25]
compared the performance of three computer vision-
based models in classifying and grading apples. SVM,
Multi-Layer Perception (MLP), and KNN were trained
and tested with a prepared dataset. The SVM ob-
tained the best results with an accuracy of 92.5% and
89.2% for two categories and three quality categories
classification, respectively. The only limitation of this
research is that the system is designed to detect one
type of fruit only. By changing the interest in the fruit
type, [26] invented a new image processing technique
in determining external olive fruit defects. The tech-
nique is operated based on texture analysis and the
homogeneity between neighboring pixels in an image.
The method is proven to be superior to traditional
classification algorithms in aspects of accuracy and
speed so, can accurately identify the region of the
defect and calculate its area.

2.2 Deep Learning Methods
As deep learning in object detection has importance
in the agriculture field so, an early trial to employ the
ANNs for image segmentation was proposed in [27]
where a computer vision-based system was developed
and ANN requires an additional stem/calyx recogni-
tion method because it was not completely compatible.
A more advanced deep learning model that employed
the ANN was developed for sorting the grade of ba-
nanas [28] and it was the only fruit type that has been
experimented with. Hence, further investigation of the
model’s performance on other fruit types is required.
Many types of research for different fruit types such
as raspberry [29], bananas [30], mangosteens [31], sour
lemons [32], and apples [33] have developed a CNN
algorithm to identify defective fruits and obtained
results were quite satisfying. For instance, in identi-
fying raspberry conditions [29], an accuracy of 86%
was obtained for correctly predicting the state of the
raspberry. Furthermore, CNN was used for the first
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1: (a) Samples of healthy and rotten images from the experimental dataset. (b) Image (Fruit) classification
model phases

time to inspect the ripening stages as well as the
quality of bananas in the research proposed by [30].
Similarly, the binary sorting system of mangosteen
into fine and the defect was introduced with CNN [31].
In this research, validation of data accuracy was done
with the implementation of the 4-fold cross-validation
technique to expand the limited data samples. How-
ever, as data image was created by authors, some of
the images differ in terms of light intensity. Deep CNN
was implemented in the defect classification of sour
lemons [32]. A stochastic pooling mechanism based on
meagreness was used to improve the CNN framework.
This improved CNN turned out to have the best results
in identifying defects with an accuracy of 100% when
compared to other traditional classification methods.
A commercial packing line system of apples using
computer vision with CNN was proposed in [33].
For instance, [34] compared the performance of pre-
trained networks like AlexNet [35], MobileNet [36],
GoogLeNet [37], and Xception [38] with self-built two
layers of CNN architecture in identifying strawberry
quality. Binary class (bad and good class) and four
classes (three ranks of good class and one rank of bad
class) of strawberry classification were the two tests
conducted to identify the accuracy of those architec-
tures. The binary bad class contains rotten, overripe
and damaged strawberries while the remaining all lies
in the binary good class. The results showed that
GoogLeNet architecture has the least computational
time and model size while VGGnet is the best in terms
of accuracy. Additionally, other researchers proposed
a combination of You Only Look Once version 3
(YOLOv3-dense) [39], [40] and Cycle-Consistent Ad-
versarial Network (CycleGAN) [41] in detecting apple

spoilage. In all the methods described above, each has
achieved satisfactory results in fruit spoilage detection.
However, those models have only been trained with
their own datasets. There is no guarantee that the
model will perform well as it is supposed to when it is
exposed to a new dataset. The model will struggle to
adapt to a real-life scenario if it cannot perform well on
other datasets. Hence, in this paper, several recently
proposed methods will be selected as models to be
trained and tested with a newly unified dataset. The
performance of the proposed methods which include
traditional classification algorithms and deep learning
algorithms will be evaluated and analyzed. A compar-
ison of strengths and weaknesses among the models
will be discussed. The objective is to determine which
model is proven to be effective in classifying variation
of fruit defect images. The versatility of the models is
also being tested in this work as the models will be
trained with three different types of fruits. The intro-
duction of a versatile and effective image processing
model will be beneficial to the agriculture field and
increases the chances of the actual implementation of
an ideal model with reasonable speed and accuracy.
Moreover, the deployment of a computer vision-based
image processing machine would decrease the need for
time and cost-consuming physical labor with subjec-
tive judgment on the fruit condition. Lastly and most
importantly, chances of fresh fruit being considered as
spoilt fruit will be greatly reduced and decrease the
fruit wastage rates.

3 Dataset
This section highlights the extensive experimentation
carried out in the field of computer vision and image
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processing and the datasets used in these studies. The
research findings indicate that numerous diverse ar-
chitectures and image-processing techniques have been
developed to attain optimal results.

3.1 Dataset Description
The selected dataset for models’ evaluation in this
paper is the Fruits Fresh and Rotten from Kaggle [42].
The dataset consists of three types of fruits: apple,
orange, and banana. The states of the fruits have been
labeled into two classes: fresh and rotten, as shown in
Table 1. Some of the sample images from the dataset
are shown in Figure 1(a). The sample images contain
some common defects such as russet, rot, marks, and
burns. Making up to six different classes of fresh
fruit and rotten fruit. The images were captured by a
camera on a clear white background. The images were
taken under the same settings such as distance and
illumination. Each image consists of only a single fruit.
As the images are screen-shots of fruits, the resolution
of the images varies from around 200 × 200 pixels to
400 × 400 pixels. This has totaled up the augmented
dataset to have 13599 images of fruits across the six
classes. The dataset was separated into 80% for train-
ing and 20% for testing. This dataset is unexposed pre-
viously to all selected architectures. The availability of
three different fruit types in fresh and rotten states has
made this dataset ideal to train and test the efficiency
of the architectures. To justify the performance of each
proposed architecture, every step including processing,
augmentation, segmentation, feature extraction, and
classification will be emulated as described by each
work.

3.2 Selected Models for Experiments
In this section, a total of five different proposed models
have been discussed and selected based on compati-
ble results. For the sake of easy representation, the
models have been given nicknames according to the
employed architectures and arranged in the following
order: The SVM model proposed in [24], ANN by [28],
CNN1 by [29], CNN2 by [32], and CNN3 by [33].
A typical image classification model for fruit quality
inspection would comprise the following steps as shown
in Figure 1 (b). Table 2 summarizes all stages and the
employed techniques in each model for easier visual-
ization.

4 Experimental setup
In this section, we will briefly discuss the experimen-
tal setup and the detailed analysis of the machine
learning-based FQPS.

4.1 Research Instruments
We have used Google Colaboratory (Colab) as the
training and testing platform for all models. This
is to ensure fairness to all models in terms of pro-
cessing power and speed. The training processes are
carried out using NVIDIA TESLA K80 with an Intel
(R)Xeon(R) processor, 12GB RAM, and 358 GB of
disk space offered by Colab. The dataset was uploaded
to Google Drive and serves as input data for all the
models.

4.2 Methodology
In this section, we evaluate the results of various fruit
defect classification models using a unified dataset as
mentioned in section 3. The processing steps of images
and the model structure are followed and built based
on the provided specifications in each work. Each
proposed method has been tested with fruit images
of apples, bananas, and oranges. Confusion matrices
for each experiment are provided where each matrix
evaluates the actual output versus the predicted out-
put by providing the number of correct and incorrect
predictions [43]. The matrix is summarized with True
Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive
(FP), and False Negative (FN) values to show the per-
formance of the classification model. In this work, TP
indicates the correct prediction of a healthy class, TN
refers to the correct predicted defective class, FP refers
to the wrong indication of a predicted healthy class
and FN predicts a healthy class wrongly as a defective
class. Moreover, the accuracy, F1 score, precision, and
recall values of each classification model are introduced
in each table. Accuracy is determined by the number
of correctly predicted images over the total number of
the testing set and it is shown in Equation 1.

Accuracy = (TP + TN)
(TP + FP + TN + FN) (1)

Precision and recall are often used together in
model evaluation metrics and their values are always
opposed to each other. Precision refers to the accu-
racy while recall measures the percentage of correct
actual positive predictions over all the positive classes.
Equations 2 and 3 show the formulas for precision and
recall, respectively.

Precision = (TP )
(TP + FP ) (2)

Recall = (TP )
(TP + FN) (3)
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F1 score is a combined measure between precision
and recall and can be obtained by computing the
harmonic mean. The formula of the F1 score is shown
in Equation 4

F1 Score = (2 × Recall × Precision)
(Recall + Precision) (4)

It is worth mentioning that some methods did not
provide information on certain experimental specifi-
cations such as the image size, epochs, etc. Hence,
the constant values that were used throughout the
experiments are image size = 200 × 200 pixels,
no. of epochs = 50, batch size = 64, op-
timizer= Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), and
lossfunction = categorical crossentropy.

4.3 Performance Analysis with Data Augmenta-
tion
4.3.1 Apples
The augmented apple dataset consists of 4035 train-
ing images and 996 test images. Table 3 shows the
classification results of the 395 healthy and 601 defect
test images of apples by the competing models. CNN1
demonstrated a good performance in identifying apple
defects. with an accuracy of 97.09% as compared to all
other methods.

4.3.2 Bananas
Bananas contain 3805 training images and 911 images
that were used for the testing process. Table 4 shows
the detailed results of classifying 381 healthy bananas
and 530 rotten bananas by the models and CNN1
obtained the highest classification accuracy of 99.89%.

4.3.3 Oranges
The augmented orange dataset contains 3061 images
for training and 791 images for testing. Out of 791
test images, 388 are fresh oranges and 403 are rotten
oranges. From Table 5, it is observed that CNN1
performs better than the other models with an overall
accuracy of 94.56%.

4.3.4 All fruit types (2 classes)

The augmented dataset of all fruit types consists of
10901 training images and 2697 test images. Test
images were divided into 1163 fresh fruit classes and
1534 rotten fruit classes. The CNN1 model obtained
excellent results in this phase with an accuracy of
96.85% by misclassifying 28 healthy fruits and 57
rotten fruits as shown in Table 6.

4.3.5 All fruit types (6 classes)

The same augmented dataset of all fruits used in
Section 4.1.4 is used in this section too, to evaluate the
model’s performance. Table 7 displays the classifica-
tion results for all methods. Test images were divided
into 395 fresh apples, 381 fresh bananas, 388 fresh
oranges, 601 rotten apples, 530 rotten bananas, and
403 rotten oranges and the CNN1 model obtain a total
classification accuracy of 95.40%.

4.4 Performance Analysis without Data Augmen-
tation

4.4.1 Apples

The dataset without augmentation contains 435 train-
ing images and 124 test images of apples. 50 out of
124 test images are labeled as healthy and the rest
are defective. CNN1 obtained the highest accuracy of
91.94% as compared to all other methods as shown in
Table 3.

4.4.2 Banana

The models were trained with 407 images and tested
with 177 images which were made up of 49 fresh
bananas and 68 rotten bananas. CNN1 leads to a high
accuracy of 99.15% with an accuracy of 51.28% and
58.12% for CNN2 and CNN3 respectively as shown in
Table 4.
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4.4.3 Oranges
The orange images without augmentation contain 340
training images and 88 test images. Table 5 shows the
classification results for 43 oranges in fresh condition
and 45 oranges in rotten condition. CNN1 and SVM
achieved acceptable results with an accuracy of 82.95%
and 76.14% respectively.

4.4.4 All fruit types (6 classes)
The dataset of all three fruit images consists of 1182
training images and 329 test images. Test images were
divided into 50 fresh apples, 49 fresh bananas, 43 fresh
oranges, 74 rotten apples, 68 rotten bananas, and 45

rotten oranges and here CNN1 has an accuracy of
86.63%. Table 7 presents detailed results.

5 Performance Analysis
This section focuses on the significant results obtained
from the classification experiments. The efficacy of
each method is analyzed, and its advantages and limi-
tations are discussed in the subsequent sections.

5.1 Performance Analysis of Machine Learning
Models
This section delves into the outcomes of the fruit defect
identification task using classification techniques. The
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accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score of each tested
dataset were computed and used as the metrics for
model performance evaluation. The performance of all
methods is analyzed and described below.

5.1.1 Classification Results in Identifying Only One
Fruit Type

Each image used in this experiment contains only one
type of fruit among apples, bananas, and oranges and
there are two states for each type of fruit, fresh or
rotten. The comparison of the various methods in iden-
tifying individual fruit defects is shown in Table 8. The
results show that the banana is the most identifiable
fruit while the orange is the least accurately predicted
one. CNN1 method is the best having an accuracy of
91.35%. CNN architecture is made up of only nine
layers, but each layer performs well in its operation
with the help of ReLU and softmax activation func-
tions. 750 × 750 sized images were used as the input
to the neuron layer to help the model to capture and
sustain valuable information about the image. The
disadvantage of this model is that it requires higher
computational time and power than the other methods
as it is trained by high-pixel images with 50 epochs.
Except for the low accuracy (57.95%) on orange defect
identification, ANN performed well with apples and
bananas and not for oranges. For apple and banana
defect classification, there were also slight differences
in accuracy. Furthermore, the SVM method portrays
rather consistent results in the classification of these
defective fruits with an average accuracy of 72.33%.
SVM has utilized the ability to distinguish defective
and healthy fruit but it has average accuracy.

CNN2 can be identified as an overfitted model
while training the dataset. For instance, the training
accuracy and validation accuracy of the CNN2 were
in the range of 90% and 80%, respectively, while the
test accuracy was merely around 50%. Overfitting has
caused the CNN2 unable to generalize well on unseen
data which leads to poor test accuracy results. The
reason behind the overfitting of this model may be due
to the complexity of the model and the performance
of CNN2 was unsatisfactory. The final training accu-
racy of CNN3 was 68.29% and 41.86% for validation
accuracy in apple defect classification. 59.86% was the
test accuracy of apple for CNN3. These results were
considered low for both the training set and the testing
set. CNN1 is the most ideal method for determining
fruit defects. ANN and CNN2 methods were overfitted
while CNN3 was under fitted.

5.1.2 Classification Results in Identifying All Fruit
Types
Table 9 shows the results of 2 classes of classification
and 6 classes of classification for all types of fruits.
For 2 classes classification, the models only target
identifying the fresh or rotten fruits out of all classes
of fruits. For 6 classes classification, the models aim
to predict the 6 classes of fruits into their belonging
class. CNN1 method costs a lot of time and the ANN
method came up second in terms of accuracy. The
performance of SVM is better in predicting defective
fruit images with the features extracted from all types
of fruits. CNN2 was determined to be overfitted in this
binary classification task. CNN2 correctly predicted
all defective fruits but only managed to determine 9
out of 142 fresh fruits. Lastly, CNN3 has an unsatis-
factory result among the five methods. Theoretically,
CNN3 is under-fitted in this experiment. In 6 classes
classification, the performance from all methods was
not good at all except for CNN1. Although CNN1
achieved an above-average classification result, it still
misclassified a small portion of data, especially in the
rotten orange class. The performance of SVM was
poor in this experiment. SVM barely estimated half
of the classes correctly with a precision rate of 0.520.
In this experiment, ANN suffers from the overfitting
problem as the training accuracy was nearly 99% at
the end of the 3000 epochs, but the test accuracy
was merely just 42.86%. Also, overfitting is dominating
the CNN2 method again as the model was extracting
a high number of features from all the fruit images.
With poor training, validation, and testing accuracies,
CNN3 was identified to be under-fitted in the 6 classes
classification task as well. These methods were unable
to recognize the feature of fruit type and did not
generalize well on the unseen data which causes the
models to only be capable of predicting two classes out
of six classes.

5.2 The Effect of Data Augmentation on Models’
Performance
In this section, the effect of data augmentation on
various methods is evaluated as shown in Table 10.
Since two out of five methods were overfitted with the
dataset without augmentation, therefore all methods
were trained with augmented data to prevent overfit-
ting in the models. The data augmentation techniques
applied to the dataset were rotation, translation, ver-
tical flip, and the addition of salt and pepper noises.
This has increased the data size by at least eight times
the original dataset. SVM is not suitable to be trained
with a large number of samples. ANN and CNN1
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methods performances were enhanced after training
with the augmented dataset. The most noticeable
increment of accuracy was the orange dataset with an
increase of 14.87% and 11.61% for ANN and CNN1,
respectively. After augmentation was applied to the
orange dataset, the training images increased to 3061
which is sufficient to train models better. In the first
experiment, ANN overfitted with the unaugmented
dataset because of the small number of training data.
The overfitting was solved by data augmentation.
Although data augmentation has been applied to the
dataset, the training of CNN2 with the augmented
dataset did not significantly improve the classification
results. A slight increase in accuracy can be seen in
the apple, banana, and orange individual datasets.
However, the model remained overfitted. Similarly, the
performance of CNN3 did not improve even after data
augmentation was implemented. As shown in Table
10, most of the datasets with augmentation applied
performed better than those without augmentation in
the classification of defective fruit for overfitted cases.
While data augmentation is ineffective in applying to
SVM or under-fitted models.

5.3 The Proposed Modifications to Improve the
Models’ Performance
The performance for fruit defect classification was not
good enough to be implemented in real life. Hence, a
few modifications have been applied to each model ar-
chitecture to enhance the performance of classification.
To overcome the uncertainty in model’s versatility
when faced with a unified dataset of different types
some adjustments such as adding layers, removing
layers, and tuning the parameters were made to each
model to increase its detection accuracy. There are
no adjustments made for the SVM model. As the

ANN model was proven to be overfitted in the first
experiment, adjustments have been made to prevent
overfitting. Modifications have been done to reduce
the overfitting of the model. The ReLU activation
function was added to the input layer. The sigmoid
activation function in the output layer was replaced by
the softmax activation function. Since the training ac-
curacy and loss were almost constant after 50 epochs,
hence the 3000 epochs used in ANN are reduced to 100
epochs to reduce the computational time and power.
This is called early stopping which is also one of the
ways to stop overfitting. The performance of ANN in
classification gained a slight increase in accuracy after
the modifications. The results can be observed in Table
11.

As the performance of CNN1 in all categories of
classification was satisfactory. Even though changes
have been applied to the architecture, the results
obtained were not better than the initial architecture.
There is no alternative way to further improve the
method as the suggested architecture was the most
accurate method after all. Since the CNN2 model
has been overfitted in most of the classification cases,
the performance of this model was poor. Implemen-
tation of batch normalization in this model does not
work well with the dataset. The introduction of batch
normalization in the network was to speed up the
training process and reduce the sensitivity of the CNN.
However, the performance of the testing set did not im-
prove with the existence of batch normalization layers.
Therefore, all batch normalization layers were removed
from the architecture. Besides, a dropout layer with
a value of 0.4 was added before the fully connected
layer. These actions were done to avoid overfitting
from happening in the model. After the modifications,
the results were significantly better and the model is
no longer overfitted with the dataset. Table 11 shows
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the comparison results of the modification of CNN2.
CNN3 was the only under-fitted model in the ex-

periment. Normally an under-fitted model is lacking
complexity in its architecture, and so the number
of parameters used in the model is increased. The
kernel size of the last convolution layer in CNN3 has
been increased from 2 to 16. As one of the data
augmentation techniques, brightness adjustment used
in the proposed work was limiting the training and
validation accuracy of the experiment, therefore this
implementation was removed. The inclusion of Nes-
terov’s moment in the optimizer did not improve the
accuracy of detection, hence it was not used in opti-
mizing the model’s parameters. As the ELU activation
function was preventing the model from obtaining
good test results, all ELU activation function layers
were removed. In the case of all fruit, types defect
detection, both 2 and 6 class classifications were found
to be overfitted after the amendments being made
to the architecture. To solve the overfitting issues, a
dropout layer with a value of 0.5 was added before
the GAP layer in the architecture. These modifications
have notably enhanced the performance of CNN3 in
fruit spoilage detection as shown in Table 11.

6 Conclusion
This work provides a systematic review of the design
and analysis of machine learning methods used for
the Fruit Quality Prediction System. The aim of this
research has been achieved in such a way that the
CNN1 method has been declared as the optimal so-
lution in the classification of fruit spoilage against any
fruit dataset from all other state-of-the-art machine
learning methods. This method has an accuracy of
above 80% in detecting fruit defects with the aid of
computer vision. The results were exceptionally inap-
propriate when defects in three different fruit types
were determined. Then classification was carried out
in two parts; data with augmentation and without
augmentation and this leads to better classification
results as some modifications were also performed. L2

and dropout regularization were implemented in the
models to solve the overfitting issues. While for the
under-fitted model, the number of parameters used is
increased. Through this research, we conclude that not
every model is suitable to be implied at every dataset
as the complexity of the particular model may be too
high or low for the given data, hence the model may
not be well trained. The limitation of this work is the
quality of the fruit images and the size of the dataset.
For future work, capturing fruit images at various
angles is recommended as it can cover up the majority
of the surface areas.
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